Comparison of three commercial decision support platforms for matching of nextgeneration sequencing results with therapies in patients with cancer
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BACKGROUND
Precision oncology depends on translating molecular data into therapy recommendations. However, with the growing complexity of next generation sequencing-based tests, clinical
interpretation of somatic genomic mutations has evolved into a formidable task. Here, we compared the performance of three commercial clinical decision support tools, i.e. NAVIFY®
Mutation Profiler (NAVIFY; Roche), QIAGEN Clinical Insight (QCI™) Interpret (QIAGEN) and CureMatch Bionov™ (CureMatch). Molecular profiles were generated using the AVENIO ctDNA
Expanded Panel (Roche) alongside a shallow-whole genome sequencing approach for the detection of somatic copy number alterations (SCNAs).

INTRODUCTION AND METHODS

Genome-driven cancer treatment has emerged as a promising
strategy for realizing individualized cancer treatment. To this
end, non-invasive analysis of circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA)
from peripheral blood could eliminate ineffective therapy
attempts. We recently performed a prospective, nonrandomized, phase II trial (EudraCT: 2014-005341-44) to
evaluate the success of a targeted therapy selected by
molecular profiling of ctDNA. Patients with metastasized
carcinoma were profiled via whole-genome sequencing in
parallel with a cancer hotspot panel of clinically relevant genes.
Results were discouraging, with no patient reaching the set
endpoint. Subsequently, we sought to address the manual
variant interpretation and annotation process and asked if
clinical decision support tools could ease or improve the
allocation of treatments to molecular profiles through a
retrospective analysis of 48 cancer plasma samples (breast, BC,
n = 12; colorectal, CRC, n = 17; non-small cell lung cancer,
NSCLC, n =19). We chose to evaluate three players in the field
of clinical decision support based on their diverse strategies.
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Consensus in classification of variants

Consensus in actionability of variants

Left figure: The number of markers submitted to the platforms
was nearly identical for each analysis. However, the returned
number of actionable targets (either genome or protein for
CureMatch) and number of matching drugs differed drastically
across tumor types (BC, left; CRC, center; NSCLC, right). The
limited number of treatments matched by NAVIFY suggests
that this platform has the most stringent algorithm for
designating actionable targets and matching therapies.
Top figure: To quantify the “overall actionability” of each
patient’s genome, we divided the number of actionable targets
by the total number of detected aberrations. CureMatch
analyses yielded the highest median overall actionability across
all patients with BC, CRC and NSCLC.

NAVIFY (AMP guidelines) and QCI (mixed ACMG/AMP
guidelines) analyses resulted in discrepant tier classifications of
the 492 alterations provided to the decision support tools,
including discordance between tier I designations. The most
frequent concordantly classified variants were in the Tier III
variant of unknown significance (VUS) category.

Consensus in treatment matching

Platform recommendations were compared side-by-side with each other
and all three together (x-axis). The number of drugs overlapping from the
recommendations is listed on the y-axis. The numbers inside the boxes
represent the number of events fitting each category. There were 7
instances in which all three platforms agreed on at least 2 drugs for the
particular patient profile, However, these were not surprising, as they
consisted of 6 CRC patients matching to cetuximab/panitumumab
recommendations and 1 BC patient harboring a well-known PIK3CA
alteration matching to a fulvestrant and alpelisib combination.

Top figure: Treatment alignment among all 3 platforms was limited to
common predictive biomarkers. Here, the most frequently overlapping
drugs are shown along with how each decision support platform justified
the drug. (CM, CureMatch; NAVIFY, Roche; QCI, QIAGEN Clinical Insight
Interpret)
Right figure: Another surprising finding was that for several cases in which
treatment recommendations aligned among platforms, the actionable target
justifying the match varied. For example, several CRC patients received a
cetuximab/panitumumab recommendation, but CureMatch and QCI based
this suggestion on the presence of an EGFR amplification, whereas NAVIFY
based the same recommendation on the RAS wildtype status of the patient.

CONCLUSION
The increasing application of comprehensive genomic profiling in the oncology setting is driving the demand for digitalized solutions for variant annotation and CONTACT INFORMATION
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greatly assist both clinical geneticists and oncologists in the translation of complex next-generation sequencing data to treatment options.
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